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Part 6 – Concentration and Regulation

Aaron of Lincoln (c1125-1186) was reckoned by

some to have been even richer than King Henry II

(1154-1189), “Aaron the Jew’s House” or “the Norman House” is England’s oldest standing

residence. Aaron was a successful trader in wool, corn as well as armour and property

which he took as surety on loans. Aaron is first recorded in 1166 as a creditor to Henry for

£616 12s 8d. It was upon his death that Henry established Aaron’s Exchequer to recover

£15,000 in bonds.

Despite the imposition of tallages and the beginning of the blood libels, Jewish life in

England was less disrupted than in mainland Europe, with harsher impositions and more

rigorous persecution by the church. Ibn Ezra, Isaac of Chernigov and the Tosafist, Judah ben

Isaac Messer Leon came to England in this period. In 1184, one European Rabbi noted that

despite rabbinic prohibition, English Jews drank strong liquor with the local Christians rather

than cause offence. Nonetheless, the deaths of Aaron of Lincoln (1186) and Henry II (1189)

marked a watershed in the fate of England’s Jews.

Richard I had insisted that no Jews be present at his coronation. According to the

Benedictine monk, Matthew Paris (1200-59), because of “the magic arts which Jews and

some women notoriously exercise at Royal coronations.” Nonetheless, some Jews who had

brought lavish gifts wished to present them and entered Westminster Hall. They were

spotted and violently ejected. Some, arrested, were stripped, flogged and given the choice

to convert or die. The wealthy Benedict of York converted under duress but subsequently

died of his wounds. Neither Jews nor Christians would bury him.

Between September 1189 and March 1190, amidst Crusader fervour as Richard departed on

the Third Crusade, several Jewish communities came under attack.

Clifford’s Tower, York
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Jews had lived in York from 1130. R’ Elijah and R’ YomTov of Joigny were amongst its

scholars. Josce of York was one of its wealthiest citizens. Aaron of Lincoln had substantial

business interests there. On the Eve of Palm Sunday 1190, one of Aaron’s creditors, Richard

Malebysse broke into the house of Benedict of York slaughtering all its occupants including

his widow, removed their belongings and set fire to building. Over subsequent days, the

Jewry was torched, and Josce’s residence were burnt, its occupants murdered. Many of

York’s frightened Jews fled to the castle where the warden allowed them into Clifford’s

Tower.

For several days, a monk celebrated morning mass in front of Clifford’s Tower, which was

besieged by a mob. The Jews were given choice of conversion or death. On Friday 16th

March 1190, which was erev Shabbat Hagadol, Rabbi YomTov reminded those trapped

inside of Masada. He persuaded them to take their own lives rather than perish at the

hands of the rabble. Josce killed his wife and sons before his life was taken by Rabbi

YomTov, who finally took his own. In all, 153 died, setting fire to the tower as they lay

dying. The few survivors were murdered, even though they had chosen baptism. Jewish

moneylending deeds were burnt in a bonfire in the middle of the Minster.

The Canon of the Augustinian Priory, William of Newburgh, described the bloodshed in York

as “horrid and nauseous”. Nonetheless, he commended the action of those who opposed

large sums being owed to the Jews, describing the Jewish bonds as “records of profane

avarice”.

Under Richard I, Aaron’s Exchequer became the Exchequer of the Jews. With this came the

requirement of registration of Jewish bonds and copies being deposited in the Archae

chests. These records facilitated the estimation of Jewish wealth and the imposition of

tallages, then the restriction of settlement to towns where Archae were kept. Through a

few bureaucratic measures, Jewish life was concentrated, and trade regulated. The

mechanism for the destruction of the community was set in place.


